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Annual PwC Challenge gives
students chance to show off skills
Michael Lynch

announced at an award's reception following the competition. The
winning team consisted ofi

Professor
The Annual PwC Challenge concluded on campus this past
Monday, November 12th, 2018. This competition provides students
with the opportunity to apply classroom knowledge to real-world
business situations. This year's case involved a fiction state that is facing
a potential crisis related to lost revenue from its "gas tax" due to the
fact that automobiles are more fuel efficient and that more citizens are
purchasing alternatively powered vehicles. The good news was that
consumers were using less gas and promoting a greener environment.
The bad news was that fuel efficient, hybrid, and electric vehicles have
the same impact on our roads and bridges as regular gasoline powered
vehicles, yet provide little to no money for infrastructure maintenance.
The students were asked to develop recommendations on how the state
might fund this revenue shortfall in both the short term and long term.
This year, there were a total of eight teams, each containing three to
four Bryant students per team. Each team had a PwC full-timeemployee
as a mentor, as well as an on-campus student ambassador to assist the
students throughout this project. The teams were given the case on
October 29th, and had two weeks to develop a strategy. On November
12th, each team presented its findings to a team of Boston based PwC
professionals. The teams were judged based on a combination of their
critical thinking skills, communication skills, and overall teamwork.
This year's winning team, whose members each won $200, was

- Keryn Birrell - Junior
- Daniel McManus - Junior
- Sean Dupuis - Sophomore
- Alex Trombetta - Sophomore
- Alex Kimmel - Ambassador
Bryant has now participated in the PwC Competition for the last
fourteen consecutive years. Professor Michael Lynch of the Accounting
department has supervised this event for the past twelve years. According
to Professor Lynch; "Students gain insights into dynamic global and
national business problems. They learn how to research, understand
and explain technical issues to members of the CPA profession."
PwC is currently the number one recruiter on the Bryant campus.
Robert Calabro, class of '88 and a member of the Board of Trustees,
served as one of the judges at the event. PwC employs over 300 Bryant
Alumni, twenty or so of whom are current or retiredpartners.
In a nutshell, being a participant in the competition is a wonderful
on one's resume. It shows that you are a criticd thinker, a good
listener, and an overall team player. Keryn Birrell stated that "the
challenge was a unique experience that taught me how to think critically
and collaborate with others in order to solve today's real worldbusiness
issues in a professional setting."

The Archway interviews

Congressman Cicilline
Matthew Carvalho
Staff Writer

him and it is always a pleasure to speak with
the congressman.
Matthew Carvalho: So, the first thingIwant
to ask you is just a few days ago, the Dems took
back the House. So now that the Democrats
have the house, what happens now? What's on
the agenda as soon as the next congressional
session takes place?

Rep. David Cicilline (Wikipedia)
On November 9th, 2018, United States
Congressman, David Cicilline, and his office
we kind enough to give me the opportunity
to talk about all the recent news regarding the
midterms, the House of Representatives, and
the upcoming presidential elections.I want to
thank the congressman once again for letting
me have what was another great interview with

Rep. Cicilline: Well, you know,I think the
Democrats are committed to moving forward
with a number of priorities. First and foremost
is to address the rising cost of healthcare to
work to drive down the costs of prescription
drugs and to make certain that we're protecting
coverage for pre-existing conditions so that we
can be sure that every person in this country
has access to quality and affordable healthcare.
The Republicans have been sabotaging the
Aflfordable Care Act and haven't don't anything
to address the high cost of prescription drugs.
So, I think that will be a big priority. The
second is we are committed to working on
policies that are going to increase family
incomes. There are too many Rhode Islanders,
too many people across this country that are
just not making enough money to make ends
meet and working two or three jobs. So, we
want to really focus on raising family incomes
and there are a number of ways to do that. We
want to particularly focus on investing and

rebuilding the infrastructure of our country.
We have a trilliondollar that will create sixteen
million good-paying jobs that will repair
our roads, our bridges, our ports, our transit
systems, our schools.
But once again, the federal government
is a real partner in investing and rebuilding
America. Then thirdly, I hope that we will
quickly take up a democracy reform package
which is really designed to get at the corrupting
implement of money in our political system
and really amplify the voices of the American
people and reduce the influence of big
corporations and corporate money in our
elections. So, that includes reauthorizing the
Voting Rights Act and passing the Disclose
Act so we know where this dark money is
coming from, and hopefully, a constitutional
amendment to reverse this and stay united. So,
really committed to making sure we get the
federal government working for the people of
this country again and not the special interests
of the biglobbyists, soIhope we'll do that.

Continued on page 3
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Department of Public Safety Log
EMT CALL EMT CALL / MEDICAL SERVICES RENDERED Oct 29, 2018-Monday at 11:57
Location: Exeter House
Summary: DPS received a report of a possible broken ankle. EMS was activated. Smithfield Rescue responded for a transport to Fatima Hospital.
(MVA) MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT Nov 02, 2018-Friday at 12:20
Location: JACOB'S DRIVE
Summary: DPS received a report of a motor vehicle accident. The witness stated a vehicle had hit his car and kept going. No injuries reported and minor damage to the vehicle.
POSSESSION OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA Nov 02, 2018-Friday at 23:35
Location: Harrington House
Summary: DPS received a report of an odor of marijuana. Officer's found marijuana and paraphernalia. All
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We also have to make sure we're doing everything we can to bring down the cost of
higher education, restore net neutrality, make certain that we are investing in workforce
training. So, there are a number of priorities thatIknow Democrats have. ButIthink the
ones we identify will hopefully be some of the first that we do.
Carvalho: Do you think that any of this is going to be easy to do because now the
Democrats have the house, but the Republicans still have the Senate? If you guys can get
a billpassed through the House, it's still going to have to get through the Senate. Do you
think it's going to be any easier to still try to get things through? Cicilline; Well,Idon't
think anything is going to be easy. We have a divided government, with the Democrats
controlling the House and the Republicans controlling the Senate. The good news is the
priorities that we identified, which is part of our For the People agenda, are actually
the same priorities that the president spoke about. He campaigned on a commitment
to drive down prescription drug costs and healthcare generally. He campaigned on big
infrastructure, rebuild the country. He campaigned on draining the swamp. The fact is
he achieved none of those.
Carvalho: He has driven up health care costs, he is in court right now fighting
to
take away coverage for preexisting conditions, and their attacks to build up healthcare
costs for almost everyone. He didn't come forward with a big infrastructure bill, he's
got nothing done with that. He's got nothing done on reducing the cost of prescription
drugs, and in terms of his talk about ending the corruption Washington, he's made it
worse. So, the good news is he identified them as his priorities.
Cicilline: So,hopefully, we can actually work with thepresident to get the things done
that he claims he's for. But none of it will be easy,Imean the rules in the Senate require
bipartisan support for anything tomove throughthe Senate. Sohdpefully theDemocratic
members of the Senate will help us move through some of these proposals. But it's going
to require compromise, it's going to require working together in a bipartisan spirit,butI
think people expect us to get things done for them.
Carvalho: So, with the Democrats taking back the House, there's going to have to be
a new election for the Speaker of the House. Who do you support for this position? Who
do you hope becomes the Speaker of the House?
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Cicilline: Well, there's only one candidate, and that's Nancy Pelosi.Isupport her, and
my expectations are that she will be elected as Speaker.
Carvalho: Do you know if there are any other potential candidates for that seat, or is
there nothing that has come out yet?
Cicilline: No one has declared, no other person has declared their candidacy for the
speakership position.
Carvalho: Now you yourself, you are running for a specific position in the house.
Would you be able to talk a little bit more about that position and what you plan to do
with it for the country and the people of this state?
Cicilline: So, I'm running for the position of Assistant Democratic Leader, which is
the fourth-ranking member of the House. That decision will be made by my colleagues
at the end of November, right after Thanksgiving when we have our caucus. Ihope that
Iwill be elected to that position for one reason. Iwas elected to Democratic counsel of
leadership last January, andIhave been at the leadership table when every major decision
is being made by the House Democrats and me, as Rhode Island's voice, has been heard
loudly andIhope to be able to continue in the Democratic counsel of leadership so that
Rhode Island can continue to have a real voice in the room with all those decisions about
the set of priorities we move forward are, what will be our order of those priorities, what
will be the kinds of budget that we'll move forward, will we make investments? It's just
important that in all of those decisions that Rhode Island has a voice.
Carvalho: With midterms beingover, the next elections are the presidential elections,
the 2020 elections. There have been a lot of games coming out, some people are supposing
that Beto O'Rourke may run. There's been a lot of predictions. Do you have any thoughts
on who you think is going to run, who you think should run to take on the Trump
administration in 2020?
Cicilline:I think we're going to have lots and lots of candidates. There are lots of
incredible talent in our caucus, we have lots of great governors, lots of great senators and
members of Congress and we'll have more candidates than we want probably. ButIhave
no doubt that we are going to have some extraordinary candidates and we'll pick a great
nominee who will defeat this president if he's the Republican nominee.

California wildfires Progess made on
ravage state, end
Brexit, UK and EU
not yet in sight
come up with draft
Kevin Quigley
Contributing Writer

that is the general sentiment held by the
community. But, as they are a very closeknit community, they will bend but not
break. Karissa was already stepping up to
do her part, as she was interviewed as she
Wildfires have been a serious issue was dropping off supplies and dedicated
all throughout California recently, and some of her own time at the local teen
the 100,000-acre Camp Fire that began center. By Friday morning, the center
on Thursday has been one the latest was housing approximately 250 residents
wildfires to plague the state. The Oroville from Ventura who had to be evacuated
community was the main recipient of the from their homes.
President Trump has since approved
damage and suffered many causalities.
The death toll has risen to at least 23 a request sent out by Lt. Gov. Gavin
people and has caused serious property Newsom, putting California in a state of
damage as well affecting over 600 homes emergency declaration for the forestissues.
The President then continued to speak his
and over 250 businesses.
The Woolsey Fire, which also began mind through the medium of Twitter,
on Thursday, was far less deadly but still attacking the state of California itself
caused many issues for those located saying that its poor forest management
around theLos Angeles area. The fire raged is the reason for the recent outbreak of
over 70,000 acres, starting in Ventura wildfires. Trump has received much
County shooting towards the Pacific backlash for his comments, with many
Ocean and caused over 100,000 homes to saying that he should be focusing on the
be evacuated. Although 100,000 homes victims and those affected. On Saturday,
had to be cleared, only approximately 100 Trump tweeted out again, yet this time
homes have been destroyed as a result of was more cognizant of those in these
the fire. The Woolsey Firehas also claimed poor situations and offered sympathy to
the life of two people.
the victims and first responders.
Ventura was also the recipient of
The outlook going forward seems
another wildfire, called the HillFire. This bleak, as all these fires have started while
4,500-acre fire began on Thursday like California enters its rainy season. Due
the previous two yet was in a much less to a high-pressure system that the state
densely populated area.
is experiencing, the Pacific storms that
The ThousandOaks shootingmassacre California is used to have been blocked
was greatly affected by these fires located off. To add to the problem, fire officials
in close proximity as the Hill Fire caused say the state is still recovering back from
a severe delay of between three and seven an extreme drought of five years that has
hours of the victims from the tragedy, left millions of trees weakened and died.
and even the gunman's transportation Government officials have said that the
schedule to the Medical Examiner's office fire-fueling
winds that had been growing
had to be changed.
these fires
would pick up again late
Tensions are running exceptionally Sunday.
high for the community of Ventura,as the
timing of the two events, a mass shooting,
and a severe wildfire, caused a synergistic
effect. Many people of this area worried,
as Karissa Herbert, a 17-year-old high
school student noted during an interview.
She said, "What more can we take?" and

David Schmidt
News Copy Editor

Regarding the open land border, both
the UK and the EU have settled on the
option that there would be no prescribed
customs duties. Yet, to add more salt to
the wound many supporters of Brexit have
Tuesday, November 13th, the United loathed at the idea of placing Northern
Kingdom announced that it has hashed Ireland under dissimilar rules than the
out and have agreed on a draft agreement rest of the United Kingdom. To make the
with the European Union on exactly how issue even more tenuous is the fact that
the UnitedKingdom's Brexit willproceed. May and her party's coalition depend on
Yet, when the British prime minister's the support and backing of the Northern
office announced the news there was no Ireland's Democratic Unionist Party.
dissemination of the details of the deal. Yet, the deputy leader Nigel Dodds of the
Many believe that no details of the inner Northern Ireland's Democratic Unionist
workings of the deal will be made until Party noted that if the rumors of the deal
the members of the U.K. Cabinet are are true then the party and he could not
possibly take a vote on the deal.
consulted on the draft agreement.
The draft agreement in itself marks
Yet, Prime Minister May's backers are
a milestone for both sides due to expressing optimism on the outcome of
how uncomfortable the tense Brexit the pending vote in Parliament stating
negotiations had been for the two parties that the agreement will get enough votes
involved. However, the draft agreement of support and backing. Moreover, is
does not inanyway make the negotiations the fact that the persuasion campaign to
any easier or cleaner for both parties. harvest enough support for the deal has
Due to the fact that the agreement only begun, because May's Cabinet ministers
"covers...how the U.K. will leave the are meeting at No. 10 Downing Street
EU and does not deal with the future for consultation on the deal. Thus, it's
relationship between the two" as stated not surprising that May's chief whip.
by NPR's Colin Dwyer. Furthermore, Conservative lawmaker Julian Smith
Prime Minister Theresa May now has an states that "We're hopefully on the cusp of
even harder task on her hands, which is beginning to get to the point where we're
to attain the needed amount of votes in delivering on Brexit in a really practical
Parliament to make the deal official.
way".
The reason why this is even a harder
task for Prime Minister Theresa May
is that many of her own party members
in Parliament have utter vetoed other
possible arrangements. Additionally,
there has been one issue that has been
quite a thorn in the side of the British,
which is the position of Northern Ireland.
The reason why Northern Ireland has
been a thorn in the side of the British is
that the region is part of the UK, but due
to the agreement is known as the Good
Friday agreement, "it also shares an open
land border with the Republic of Ireland",
which is anEU member state.
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Bryant Women's Rugby embarks on
the road to their national tournament
Nyatasha Jackowisz
Web Editor

title. Last spring the team graduated 12 starting players and returned at the beginning
of this semester with 14 players total, proving an issue as rugby is played with 15 players
during the fall season.
Kicking off the semester with one less player to field a team is nerve-racking, but
luckily six freshmen stepped up and joined the team. Over the course of the semester,
the team has had to adjust immensely to face Saint Michaels College, Colby College and
Stonehill College, some of the toughest competitors. Many players were taught two to
three positions to help us succeed against teams with different strengths. One key thing
to note is that Rugby may be a physical sport, but it is mostly based on mentality. This
year the team created a mantra of being stronger together and through every challenge
they have encountered, they were able to prove just that.
At the very beginning of their season, their first scheduled game against St. Anselm
was postponed. To prepare the women, their coach Rosanna Downey challenged them
to compete against the University of New England. That team was the reigning Tier II
NIRA champion and a varsity team at their university. Bryant women's rugby walked
into that game with only 15 players and came out with a victory of 22-17. The game set
the pace for the entire season.
The following weekend the team travelled to Saint Michaels College and once again
won, this time 40-27. Saint Michael's women worked hard during the second half and
challenged Bryant to work on their fitness and defense. Luckily, Bryant was able to stand
their ground and maintain their lead.
During the semester, Bryant Women's Rugby continued to win against Colby
College, Roger Williams University, UMass Lowell and Stonehill College. Although on
paper the games appear to be, "easy," wins, each game had its own challenges. Every
weekday the team practices and takes each game as a learning experience. Despite doing
countless drills on defense, offense, communication and fitness, there is always room for
improvement. Each day the women on the team challenge themselves to do their best
and challenge each other, which created a supportive team environment.
Last year the team made it to USA Rugby's DII Fall Round of 16, placing as one of the
top 16 teams in the nation. This weekend the team will be travelling to Poughkeepsie,
N.Y. to compete again in the Fall Round of 16. They willbe competing at Vassar College
and if they win this upcoming Saturday, they will advance to the next round on Sunday
that determines the top eight teams.
Their success is due to the hard work behind the scenes, their supportive returning
players, and the amazing rookies that have joined this season. The best part about this
team is that almost every current player had never had any experience with the sport
Lat year's Women's Rugby team (Twitter)
prior to learning about it at Bryant. Without the freshmen recruit's participation and
If you want something you have never had, then you have got to do something you willingness to try this unique sport, Bryant women's rugby would not be the team it has
been this season.
have never done.
This fall season the women's rugby team has overcome numerous obstacles to do what
was seemingly impossible, defend their DII Rugby Northeast Conference Champion

UC Berkeley Law will move to strip the name
of Boalt Hall because of its racist taint
Teresa Watanabe
MCT Campus

Chemerinsky's decision gratified Tar Rakhra, co-chair ofBerkeley Law's AsianPacific
American Law Students Assn. He said he was impressed by a law school committee's
deliberative work in examining the issue over more than a year, with the help of a
town hall and survey to students, alumni, faculty and staff. The committee made the
recommendations that Chemerinsky ultimately accepted.
UC Berkeley's elite law school will move to drop the name of its famedBoalt Hall after
Rakhra, a second-year law student from Yorba Linda, said he empathized with alumni
a century because it honors a man now known to have been an anti-Chinese racist, the who feel a close link with the Boalt name and acknowledged that their donations to the
school could drop.
dean announced Tuesday.
"It's a tough, painful thing for them," he said, "but we have to do the right thing and
Dean Erwin Chemerinsky said he struggled for months over the school's close ties
to the name of John Henry Boalt, a 19th century San Francisco attorney who described the right thing is to acknowledge John Boalt's racist past."
Reichmann, who wrote the op-ed, said he is thrilled to have made a difference. "It's
the Chinese laborers cominginto California as unassimilable murderers and thieves and
part of society's ongoing obligation to consider its history," he said.
successfully pressed for an 1882 federal ban on Chinese immigration.
Details of Boalt's unsavory past were widely disseminated for the first time after
Charles Reichmann, a Berkeley law lecturer, last year published an op-ed and, later, a law
review article.
In a letter to the law school community Tuesday, Chemerinsky said he changed his
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mind several times as he sorted through hundreds of "passionate, persuasive messages
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on both sides." About 40% wanted to keep the name and the rest wanted to drop it.
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Some argued that many historical figures, including Thomas Jefferson, had mixed
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legacies. Others feared that dropping the Boalt brand would hurt the law school or that
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In the end, Chemerinsky said he was most persuaded by those — including many
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students and alumni of color — who werepained by the continueduse of the Boalt name.
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"I was moved by the many who wrote me expressing their discomfort with honoring
someone who expressed vile racism, especially without anything to point to that would
justify honoring him as an individual," Chemerinsky wrote.
He said he would ask the campus building committee to drop the Boalt name from
the law school's classroom wing. The committee will launch its own review, which will
include a public hearing, with a decision by UC Chancellor Carol Christ expected next
spring. UC President Janet Napolitano then would have the final say.
Chemerinsky said the law school will cease using the name in most other cases — on
school directories, its Facebook page, the title of lecturer positions — and will encourage
student and alumni organizations to do likewise. He added that the school will find ways
to make sure that Boalt's racism is remembered.
The dean made no recommendation on removing the Boalt name from two
professorships endowed by Boalt's widow, who is not known to have sharedher husband's
bigotry. (Changes in the terms of philanthropic gifts require approval of the state attorney
general.) Chemerinsky said the school would continue to honor her generosity and her
portrait would remain on a wall in the classroom wing.
Alumni — many of whom proudly call themselves "Boalties" — are free to continue
The facade of UCB's Boalt Hall (ABA Journal)
using the name as they wish, the dean wrote.
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Ford Motors buys electric scooter company
in hopes of building mobility portfolio
Marie Feanrley
Contributing Writer
According to USA Today, traditional automakers have been increasing their
investments in alternative modes of transportation. Last week, Ford Motor Company
announced to the public that it would be purchasing an electric-scooter startup. Spin, for
over $40 million. Recently General Motors additionally announced that it would begin
selling two electric bicycles next year. The rising influence of technology on culture is
affecting businesses now more than ever. The company Spin uses an app to go along
with their scooters which allows customers to easily access their riding data and pay for
their rides. With the increasing use of mobile devices, the appeal of simply downloading
an app and unlocking a scooter is perfect for those in a rush. Spin scooters cost an
average of $1 to rent and 15 cents per minute. The scooters are left in public locations,
especially near major cities and college campuses where usage rates are high. Automobile
companies have been making strategic moves in acquiring comjJ^ny's in relation to their
market in order to build a mobility portfolio. By purchasing Spin, Ford is reaching into
Ford is usually known for their automobiles (Ford)
a newer more modern consumer market. By assisting consumers in getting places more
easily, quickly, and less expensively, they are creating a higher value for their consumers.
For well over a century now the three largest automobile manufacturers. General
Motors, Fiat Chrysler, and Ford have dominated the consumer marketplace for cars. In
the years since their initial creation the companies have showcased their superior quality
and designs through commercials, billboard ads, and by the sharing of consumer's
personal experiences with the brands. Yet, in the past 10 years, the automobile market
has become increasingly competitive with new brands, such as Tesla, surfacing with new '
technology allowing cars to run on electricity rather than on natural gas. According to
Automotive News, sales competition between current and emerging car manufacturers
has tightened among brands. The typical best-selling automakers have lost considerable
shares which smaller companies have used in their own favor to come out on top. IHS
Markit registration data shows that Ford market share since 2000 has fallen from 24.1
percent to 14.7 percent. Competition between automakers for market share will push
them to use the most effective solutions to gain a competitive advantage.
With the purchase of the scooter company, Ford is expanding its presence in
alternative modes of transportation as well as gaining a competitive advantage. By
entering into different types of transportation offerings, it is giving company the chance
to reach customers that it would not have been able to before. By tapping into the rapidly
growing market that is "mobility" businesses, it is growing Ford's holdings in the market.
Unlike Uber and Lyft's ride-sharing influence, micro-mobility, referenced by CNBC, is
growing very differently. Cities across the globe are now requiring certain permits and
putting caps on the number ofscooters that a company can put and place in certain areas.
Whereas with Uber, workers can drive anywhere to pick up anyone without the need for
a permit. With the addition of daughter companies to their portfolios, companies are
creating profitable alternatives that fit the needs of millennials. By combining similar
Spin electric scooters explained (Spin)
practices together, it is establishing a larger umbrella under the automobile business.

Apple analysts ask If IPhone
might be getting too expensive
Rex Crum
MCT Campus

Concerns about the prospects for Apple grew Wednesday, as some analysts doubted
whether increases in iPhone prices willbe enough to counter anticipated declines in unit
sales of the company's largest source of revenue.
The questions involving the iPhone led Guggenheim Partners analyst Robert Cihra
to cut his rating on Apple's stock to neutral from buy and strip away his $245-a-share
price target on Apple's stock. Cihra said that even though he expects the introduction of
new iPhones, such as the iPhone XS Max, with its $1,099 starting price, to boost average
iPhone selling prices by 3 percent next year, he anticipates overall iPhone revenue to
decline by 2 percent on a year-over-year basis.
Cihra said that by putting more emphasis on higher-priced iPhones, Apple could be
setting itself up for missing out on business in two of its key overseas markets.
"We see growing risk of even softer iPhone unit demand," Cihra said. "With downside
in China, India and other emerging markets, where Apple may need to start considering
lower price points."
Along with Cihra's downgrade of Apple's stock, UBS analyst Timothy Arcuri cut his
price target on Apple's stock to $225 a share from $240, and took down his estimates for
iPhone sales in Apple's current quarter to 73.5 million phones from 75 million.
Earlier this week, Apple shares fell 5 percent after Lumentum, a Milpitas-based
company that makes face-recognition technology used in the iPhone, cut its sales forecast
because one ofits largest customers told Lumentum that it wanted to "materially reduce
shipments" for laser diodes used in 3D-sensing applications.

While Lumentum didn't disclose its customer's name, many investors and analysts
believe the company to be Apple, as it accounts for 30 percent of Lumentum's revenue.
Apple did not respond to a request for comment about its relationship with Lumentum.
Apple also stoked speculation about its future iPhone sales when it said this month that it
would no longer give quarterly unit sales figures for iPhones, iPads and Mac computers.
At that time, Apple reported fiscal fourth-quarter sales of $62.9 billion, with $37.19
billion of that revenue coming from 46.89 million iPhones sold.

Apple's CEO, Tim Cook (Getty Images)

In&rested in business? Like to write? Send in a business article and get
published! Send articles to archway@bryant.^Bdu
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With divided Congress, health care
action hightails it to the states
Misty Williams
MCT Campus
Newly-elected leaders in the states will be in a stronger
position than those in Washington to steer significant
shifts in health care policy over the next couple of years as
a divided Congress struggles with gridlock.
State Medicaid work requirements, prescription drug
prices, insurance exchanges and short-term health plans
are among the areas with the potential for substantial
change. Some states with new Democratic leaders may
also withdraw from a multistate lawsuit aimed at killing
the 2010 health care law or look for ways to curb Trump
administration policies.
But last week's biggest health care winner is undeniably
Medicaid expansion, with upwards of half a million lowincome Americans poised to gain insurance coverage
following successful expansion ballot initiatives and
Democratic victories in key governors' races.
"In state health policy, it was a big election," said Trish
Riley, executive director of the nonpartisan National
Academy for State Health Policy. "It was a year when many
candidates had pretty thoughtful and comprehensive
proposals." Voters in three deep-red states — Nebraska,
Idaho andUtah — bucked their Republican lawmakers by
approving ballot initiatives to extend Medicaid coverage
to more than 300,000 people.
Meanwhile, Democratic gubernatorial wins in Kansas
and Wisconsin boosted the chances of expansion in those
states. And Maine's new governor-elect is expected to act
quickly to grow the government insurance program when
she takes office in January. The election outcomes could
bring the biggest increase in enrollment since an initial
burst of more than two dozen states expanded Medicaid
under the 2010 health care law in the early years of the
landmark law's rollout.
"This election proves that politicians who fought to
repeal the Affordable Care Act got it wrong," said Jonathan
Schleifer, head of The Fairness Project, an advocacy group
that supported the initiatives, referring to the 2010 health
care law. "Americans want to live in a country where
everyone can go to the doctor without going bankrupt."
The successful ballot initiatives require state leaders
to move quickly toward expansion. In Idaho, the state
must submit an expansion plan to federal officials within
90 days of the new law's approval, while Nebraska must
submit its plan by April 1, according to the nonpartisan

Congress convened for a joint session (Getty Images)

Kaiser Family Foundation. Utah's new law also calls for
the state to expand beginning April 1.
In Kansas, where Medicaid supporter Laura Kelly
prevailed, state lawmakers passed expansion legislation
last year only to have it vetoed by the governor. Meanwhile,
Wisconsin's new Democratic governor Tony Evers, who
eked out a win over Republican incumbent Scott Walker,
has said he will "take immediate action" to expand,
though he faces opposition from a Republican-controlled
legislature.
Expansions in the five states would bring the number of
states that adopted expansion under the health law to 38,
plus the District of Columbia. Still, Democrats fell short
of taking one of the biggest Medicaid expansion prizes
— Florida — after Andrew Gillum's defeat. The outcome
of Georgia's tight governor's race was still unclear as of
Monday, with Republican Brian Kemp holding a narrow
lead over Democrat Stacey Abrams. Both Abrams and
Gillum made health care, and Medicaid expansion in
particular, central to their campaigns.
Florida might be a 2020 target for an expansion ballot
initiative, along with other states such as Missouri and
Oklahoma, according to The Fairness Project. Expansion
supporters also suffered defeat last week in Montana,
where voters did not approve a ballot initiative that would
have extended the state's existing Medicaid expansion,
which covers nearly 100,000 people but is slated to expire
next year. However, state lawmakers have until June 30 to
reauthorize the program, according to Kaiser.
In Maine, Democratic gubernatorial winner Janet Mills
is expected to expedite expansion implementation. GOP
Gov. Paul LePage stymied implementation over the past
year, despite nearly 60 percent of voters approving an
expansion ballot initiative in 2017.
The midterm results carry other ramifications for
Medicaid, including whether states embrace or move
away from controversial work requirements backed by the
Trump administration.
Gretchen Whitmer, a Democrat who won Michigan's
governor race, opposed the idea and could shift away from
an existing plan to institute them that's awaiting federal
approval.
"This so-called work requirement is not for one second
about getting people back to work. If it was, it would have
been focused on leveling barriers to employment like
opening up training for skills or giving people child care
options or transportation options," Whitmer said in a
September interview with Michigan Radio. "It was about

taking health care away frompeople."
Kansas, Wisconsin andMaine also have work requirement
proposals that new Democratic governors could reverse.
But experts also say it's possible some states, including
those with Democratic governors, could end up pursuing
Medicaid work requirements if that's what it takes to get
conservative legislators to accept expansion like Virginia
did earlier this year.
Nebraska Republican state senator John McCollister,
who supports expansion, predicted recently that the
legislature would fund the voter-approved expansion
initiative. But he indicated lawmakers might pursue
Medicaid work requirements too.
Marie Fishpaw, director of domestic policy studies at
the conservative Heritage Foundation, warned that states
expanding Medicaid would face challenges. She called
expansion "a poor instrument for achieving the goal that
they're trying to achieve."
A number ofnew governors,including Whitmer, could
pursue the so-called "Medicaid buy-in" concept.
More than a dozen state legislatures, such as inMinnesota
and Iowa, explored the idea in recent years, according to
State Health and Value Strategies, part of the nonprofit
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. Nevada lawmakers
passed a "Medicaid buy-in" plan last year that was vetoed
by the governor.
There are a variety of ways to implement such a program,
but the goal is to expand health care access by leveraging
the government insurance program, such as by creating a
state-sponsored public health plan option on the insurance
exchanges that consumers could buy that relies on
Medicaid provider networks. Illinois, New Mexico, Maine
and Connecticut are among the states that could pursue
buy-in programs, Riley said. States are considering the
concept as a way to increase affordability and lower cost
growth by getting more mileage out of the lower provider
rates Medicaid pays, said Katherine Hempstead, a senior
policy adviser with Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.
"So many [people] struggle with the affordability of
health care," Hempstead said. "That is an environment in
which Medicaid buy-in opportunities could flourish."
This month's election also carries implications for the
future of states' administration of the 2010 health care law.
States that flipped to Democratic governors could
switch to creating their own insurance exchanges rather
than relying on the federal marketplace, said Joel Ario, a
health care consultant with Manatt Phelps & Phillips and
the former head of the federal health insurance exchange
office under the Obama administration. The costs of
running an exchange have come down in recent years, so
it's potentially cheaper for a state to run its own, Ario said.
Trump administration actions, such as cuts in federal
funding for insurance navigators that help consumers
enroll and the expansion of heahh plans that don't
comply with the law, may make states such as Michigan
or Wisconsin rethink use of the federal exchange, he said.
"If [the administration] continues to promote policies
that really leave a bad taste in the mouth for Democratic
governors,Ithink they'll be asking questions," Ario said.
States where governors and attorneys general offices
went from red to blue are likely to pull out of a lawsuit by
20 state officials that aims to take down the health care
law, he added.
Wisconsin's Evers vowed that his first act in office will
be to withdraw from the lawsuit.
"Iknow that the approximately 2.4 million Wisconsinites
with a pre-existing condition share my deep concern
that this litigation jeopardizes their access to quality and
affordable health care," Evers wrote in a letter he said he
plans to send to the state attorney general.
Hempstead said that states with both Republican
and Democratic leaders will likely continue to pursue
reinsurance programs, which cover high-cost patients, to
bolster their marketplaces.
Republican governors couldalso pursue waivers under
a recent Trump administration guidance that allows states
to circumvent some requirements of the health law under
exemptions known as 1332 waivers. But experts say it's too
soon to know exactly what approaches states might take.
"It will be interesting to see what the 1332 guidance means
and whether it opens doors for some things and not for
others," Hempstead said. States that shifted to Democratic
governors could also look to ban some Trump-supported
policies, such as expansions of short-term and association
health plans that avoid the health care law's rules.
States are also likely to take steps to address high
prescription drug costs in the coming years, with a number
of new governors wanting to improve transparency,
explore drug importation from other countries and target
price gouging, Riley said.
"There's a long history of the states testing, fixing,
tweaking and informing the national debate," said Riley.

The Archway interviews baseball
hall-of-famer Dennis Eckersley
Matthew Carvalho
Staff Writer
On November 8th, Hall of Fame pitcher Dennis
Eckersley came to Bryant to give a speech. Before he did
so, I had the honor of interviewing him. This was made
possible by both The Archway and Eckersley and his staff.
I want to thank them all for giving me the opportunity to
do so and it was a pleasure to speak with the Hall of Fame
pitcher.
Matthew Carvalho: The first questionIwant to ask you
is what is it that compelled you to go from playing baseball
to deciding to analyze and commentating for the game
and how difficult was that change?
Dennis Eckersley: Well that's kind of what a lot of guys
do.I mean,I don't know if they do it well, but it's sort of
if you're lucky enough to get a chance to do it.Nowadays,
nobody leaves that job if you think about analysts and
play-by-play guys. So, to even get an opportunity to do it
is one thing, and to be with the Red Sox is another too.
But it was something thatIwanted to do, and I've had this
passion for the game and to be able to watch it and explain
it and be involved withit, it keeps youin the action sort of.
Carvalho: Now you mentioned doing it with the Red
Sox. Does it feel any different doing it with them because
you used to play for them? Is there a different vibe going
into that?
Eckersley: Yea, that's why I came back to Boston to
begin with and I'm from California. I ended up playing Dennis Eckersley (Twitter)
for the A's for almost tenyears, soIcould've gone that way, going to always throw hard. You have to go through so
but there's something about Boston. There's a reason why many periods. To have a long career, likeI said, one, you
I'm here.Icame back here and then got this opportunity, have to be lucky that you're healthy, you have to play for
and not only that, but being with a team that wins all the good teams, and you have to persevere because, it's just,
time is not such a bad thing.
failure is a lot to overcome sometimes. It's hard to reflect
on what happened now when it was so long ago.I always
Carvalho: As a Hall of Fame and Cy Young winning feel grateful thatIwas lucky to have the careerIdid.
pitcher, what did it take for you to make it and stay in the
Carvalho: It must have taken a lot of perseverance to
majors?
make it to the hall.
Eckersley: Yea, but you have no control over that. I
Eckersley: Perseverance, because it's not always going never thought I was going to be a Hall of Fame pitcher,
to be-1 mean there's a lot of failure involved. It's not going but it just so happened. Everything sort of just, looking
to be, you know, having good years every year. There's a back, you know, becauseI went from starting to relieving.
lot of physical things, you hope that you don't get hurt to Inever would've wanted to do that. You want to start your
have a full career. So,Iwas lucky to be blessed with a good w h o l e l i f e . I n e v e r t h o u g h t t h a t t h e r e l i e v i n g w o u l d b e - 1
arm and played for good teams.Ididn't have the greatest would get the accolades from doing a job like that because
stuff, but I overcame that with, you know, adapted very the relief pitcher evolved and became so important andI
well. You've got to make adjustments because you're not was kind of on the ground floor of that. So,Ihad sort of a

blessed career.
Carvalho: Definitely changed the game.
Eckersley; Yea, and the game is still changing as we
speak, especially bullpen wise.
Carvalho: Going off of what you just said with changes
to the game, a lot of people have been getting sick of
long games. A lot of people were even talking about that
eighteen-inning game with the Red Sox. What are your
thoughts on people getting sick of this and do you think
there should be more rule changes to the game?
Eckersley: They're trying to implement a lot of things
slowly to make the game quicker. They haven't done
everything they've talked about yet, you know, the pitch
clock and all of that. They do it in the minor leagues, but
they haven't done it up there. Whatever way they can try
to take a minute here or a minute there, it's all good. They
need to do whatever it takes and I'm all for it. You got to
get the batter in the batter's box, right? Let's go! They've
tried to do that before. So,I mean, I'm all for it becauseI
don't blame fans, the game is slow to begin with and it just
takes too long.
Carvalho: Do you think speeding it up like this takes
anything out of the game? The whole like four-hour Red
Sox - Yankees games or things like that?
Eckersley: I don't know what it is about the approach
to the plate is different when you're playing a team that's
your rival, you know whatImean. There's some big games
that take longer than other ones. So, any time they could
make the game quicker, they go to do it because people are
getting annoyed with it.
Carvalho: So, we'll end this with one more question.
With the Red Sox winning the World Series, as a pitcher
yourself, what did you see from the bullpen, from all the
pitchers on that team? What was special about them to
win the World Series this year?
Eckersley: Well I think a lot of people stepped up.
Maybe they used it as a chip on their shoulder because
everybody thought, "How's this bullpen going to do it,"
and they pitched, they threw strikes. I mean, that's what
happens when you win, people step up, and they did. They
should be proud of them.

Eckersley pitching for the Oakland Athletics (Getty images)
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Northeastern Huskies claim victory
over UMass Lowell, ranked nationally
Nick Mulligan
Contributing Writer

The Northeastern University Huskies men's ice hockey team is now ranked 15 in the
country and are currently in second place in Hockey East rankings, behind University
of Massachusetts Amherst. The Huskies record overall is now 6-3-1. Fifteen different
players have already scored at least one goal for NU, the most scoring depth through
seven games since the 2013-2014 season and tied for the second most in the NCAA,
This past Saturday, November 10, at Matthews Arena, the Northeastern University
behind only Arizona State. Northeastern looks onto their next Hockey East matchup this
Huskies came away with a 5-4 victory over the UMass Lowell River Hawks. The
Friday, November 16, at the University of Vermont.
Huskies carried the momentum over from their win the night before against UConn to
sweep the weekend. The Huskies came from behind and won both of their games this
weekend against the University of Connecticut and in overtime against the University of
Massachusetts Lowell. The wins gave the Huskies back-to-back Hockey East conference
wins and put the team's record at 4-1-1 for their last six conference games.
For the second straight game, the Huskies found themselves in a hole due to penalty
trouble. Although not in this spot for the first time, the Huskies would have liked to
get off to a more positive start against a strong UMass Lowell team. Kenny Hausinger
scored the first goal 3:35 into the game for UMass Lowell, putting the River Hawks up
1-0. During the first period, the River Hawks and the Huskies fought back and forth
for possession of the puck and Jeremy Davies tied the game for the Huskies at 1-1, eight
minutes and 19 seconds into the first period. Throughout the second period, the Huskies
were outplayed. The River Hawks had two power-play goals by both Mattias Goransonn
and Ryan Lohin in which the Huskies did not answer to. This closed out the second
period and the River Hawks were leading 3-1.
The Huskies knew they had to come out strong for the third period. Junior Grant
Jozefek said the team, "Kind of woke up and started to realize how we needed to play
and what we needed to do," for the third period. The Huskies were able to work together
as a team and started to play with more confidence as they started to regain control of
play into the third. Jozefek specifically broke things out for the Huskies, as he proved he
was not going down without a fight. Jozefek scored a goal (1:40) to jumpstart the third
period. Lohin, however, answered Jozefek's goal and gave the Hawks their two-goallead
back at 4-2. Jozefek was not phased as he put one back in for the Hawks at 3:57 in the
third period, making the score 4-3. With just 4:28 left in the third and down by ope, the
Huskies freshman forward, Tyler Madden, was able to light the lamp and force the game
into overtime. Madden expressed, "There is never any quit in our team which is such a
good thing to have, and to be able to convert and help the team win is something thatI
wanted to do." Shortly into free hockey, Husky senior forward Patrick Schule put one
home to send fans home happy with an overtime win for the 17 ranked Northeastern
Northeastern players celebrate on the ice (Boston Sports Extra)
Huskies.

Celtics off to unexpectedly slow start,
inconsistent performance to blame
Nick Mulligan
Contributing Writer
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Celtics players wandering the court (NBA)
The Celtics have been a premier franchise in the NBA over the past few years and
have seen tremendous success since trading for superstar Kyrie Irving. Danny Ainge, the
current general manager and President ofBasketball Operations for the Celtics, has been
given the nickname, "Trader Danny," as he has made numerous risky trades over the

past decade, one being the Kevin Garnett trade that helped the Celtics a championship
in 2008. His aggressiveness has shown to be worth it, as the Celtics have some of the
brightest young talent in the NBA, as well as, current assets that should make them
a top team this season. After losing to the Cleveland Cavaliers in game seven of the
Eastern Conference Finals last year without two of their stars, Kyrie Irving and Gordon
Hayward, the Celtics had high expectations coming into this year and were pegged by
many as the favorite to reach the NBA Finals where they were expected to compete with
the Golden State Warriors.
This season, the Celtics have not met these high expectations so far, sitting on a 7-5
record and losing three of their last four games. Last year, the Celtics had the top defense
in the NBA, as their coach. Brad Stevens, is an excellent defensive coach and they have
elite athletes who make a point to stop teams from scoring. This season, however, their
defense has posed as their greatest area of concern because they have givenup at least 100
points in their past six games.
The Celtics returned a bulk of their roster from last year and a few Celtics have spoken
out regarding these defensive problems.'After the loss to the Utah Jazz, veteran guard
Marcus Smart said, "We're letting guys that we know are going to do certain things do
those things. That's a slap across Brad's face and this coaching staff who spends countless
hours, countless days, preparing us and giving us the tools that we need to go out there
and to cut that off."
With a team that returned majority of their roster with much of the same personnel,
this should not be the case for this Celtics team. Gordon Hayward, who signed a max
contract with the Celtics last summer, is working his way back into the rotation after
missing last season due to an ankle injury. The team is working to develop chemistry
with Hayward as he played only seven minutes last season and is now playing regular
minutes and is in the starting lineup. Many expect the Celtics to figure out their defensive
problems, as they have an outstanding coach who has countless capable players and slow
starts have not been uncommon for this team. They have three all-stars and the most
promising young player in the league in Jayson Tatum, who many expect to develop into
a star.It will be interesting to see how,and when, the chemistry develops with this Celtics
team, but fans are hopeful they will figure it out soon and be able to reach the NBA Finals
come June.
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As we announced yesterday on the Bryant Football Coach's Show, we
have scheduled FBS-member Central Michigan for the 2020 season.
This is our first-ever scheduled game against an FBS member and will
take place on Sept. 26, 2020. -@BryantUFootball

This Week's Scores
Week's Best Tweets

'BUUJXXTS WlNl Badi Towiies likotds a doublepboUe as Bryaiit pida up its first
of the year
vrUli a 71-63 win over Saint Pet^s.*
-dBryantHoops

Blast from the past:

December, 1946
*m HOLIDAY GREETINGS MS
- THE -

ARCHWAY
VOL, 2, NO. 4

BRYANT COLLECE, FlOVIBENCi;. R. I.

MASQUERS TO PRESENT PIAYS

ALUCOUiGE CHRISTMAS FORMAL

Oiract^d by Dorothy BIMUW and KM luoAginto

Student Council

Luacheon Musicj
At the recent Student ActirKy
• Council meeting Mr. Gardiner Ja
cob* re<)uest«d the> Cottaeil to ap
point a committea for th« purpose
of Mlacting yopulat raeorda for th«
new automatic phonog^ph tb« cotlege has purchased. The records
Miacted ara those yoa now hoar ia
the cafeteria and gym during your
luncheon hour.
New Projectors
The colleire haa alao parchasod a
movie projector which is beinf used
by the Economic Geography elaaae«, and for the varioas aaseniblisa.
Mr. Jacobs informed the council
that the projector ia acceaaible to
all recognized organleationa on the
campus.
New Sound System:
A new sound system has also
i been inatalled In the gym wh«reby
you will be able to hear the guest
speakers at aasembllea wiUiout any
difftculty. At dances the orchestra
may have the uae of the sound sys
tem which is very modem and up
to date.
Student Faadi
Last year through the efforts of
Mr. Roddy, a stuMnt here at Bry
ant, there were various record
dances held for tiie purpose of rais
ing a Student Fond, whereby a stumoney and pay
dent could borrow money
it back Avithout any interest. 'This
fund is now avaltaole for students
desiring to borrow money. This
money is in the hands of the Stu
dent Activity Council's advisor, Mr.
Currie, who will gladly extend to
you the credit provided by this
fund.
Red Feather Fund
l>uring the past month, the Com
munity Chest of Rhode Island solicited the varioas schools in the
Providence area, at which time a
quota was set for each school. Bnant College's quota was 1300, The
Student Council, in contonctlon
with Mr. Currie reports that the
quota was nearly doubled. The ex
act amount contributed being
ESJl.
ew Organisations!
Three new organizations for
Bryant Students are la the process
of being formed. These new oripinixations will be welcomed by those
interested in flyinjr> photography
and sorority activities.

R

Courtesy of the Krupp Library Archives

Dance To Be Held In
BiHmore Ballroom, De
cember 14

On Wednesday eveaing,^ Decem
ber 18 two One Act Plays will be
staged by the Maaqiiers in tha ColIcga aoditorium.
SHE WAS ONLY A FARMEK'S
DAUGHTER— ^
an old fashioned melodrama — will
bring yea Cnig Edgar aa the hero,
who wins ttte heart of the h«»ine,
Barbara Niemiec. The core of a
most interesting ^ot is GeraM
Cariin, who plays tM pait of the
villain.
Other members of the cast in
clude: Eileen Klngsley, Donald
Jane, Jeanette Reed, June Ben
son, and Joan FastiggL
After you've flnished hisidng the
villain and cheering the hero, you
can sit back and take a breather.
But only for a moment, for when
the yonn# 'una of our generatioB
take up
question of ARE WE
DRIVING? with a cast made up
of such noted campus comedians as
Miss Jean Caibarry racaived the
Ernie Row, Edith Leibler, and Tom
SollivaiL you will undenrtand why title of Campos Qaaaa at tha
Thaaksgiviag Dane* apo«8o«cd by
they call this play a comedy.
Dorothy Camra take* the lead Tau Epailon. Toay Cataccl, dance
ing part of pretty, but perplexed chairman, is i^own placing the
Pwly, and others contributing to crowB.
the general merriment are: Roaemarie Budka, Mary Monti, James RiV. LEIOEUF SWEAKS ~
Dorley, and Earl Rounds.
Th« Newman Claby oaa of t^
As an added delight of the eve
ning, the Barber
Quartet of newest on the campus, haa j^raved
Biyant will make its d^ut
(!) jtaalf one of the most poy^dar.
In November, there was a racord
Both plays are under the dir^
tion of Dorothy Buckler, assisted attendance, wlum the speaker was
by Ken Buongimo.
Bodka
(Continuad «n page 4>

8TH ANNUAL -SNO* BALL*
Sno Que«n And Affendants To B* Chosen
The Eighth Annual **Sno' Ballwill be held under the auspices of
the Sigma Lambda Pi Fraternity
on January 18. 1947, in the beauti
fully decorated Bryant Gymnasium.
This dance, a yeariy triulitlon at
Bryant, will be the first event of
the new year.
The feature of this gala affair
will be the crowning of the "Sno'
^een" and her four attendanta.
'The giris will be nominated in the
following manner: On December 20,
1946, members of the fraternity
will distribute ballots, l^h stu
dent will write on his ballot the
girl of his choice. Then the votes
will be tabulated and the five giris

DECEMBER, iSMfi

the largest number of
votes wUl
wU) ba ^ wnnineea for the
coveted kitla of qptcen. fai order to
allow evwrywM to know who the
winnan
the pictores o<f these
five beauties will be posted on the
main bulletin boaid in South Hall.
On the evening of the daaoe, each
persoa who pxeeents a tk^at at the
door will receive in Tetum a flnal
bsUlot bearing the names of the
4ve contestanta. Tlie eimmiag of
the "Sno' Qom'* wiB tdte place
during intermisaios.
To each and every Bryant stu
dent we say "It is your uafailing
duty to east a vota for your
queen."
leeMving

AM m past years the admlirirtration ia t* again sponsor a Chriatmas Formal:.
Formerly this dance has been
Held in the school au^torium and
clodMMl to all but dormitory atudenta. This year, beeauae of the
record attenda»c«, the dance is
open to all Bryant students and
their eacorts.
To accomntodate the expected
greater atteadance, Mr. E. Gardner
Jacobs haa contracted the bailroom
of the MItmore Hotat.
To pJeaae your dancing taate
there will tw the music of Toaimy
Maaso and his orchestra.
TO make
maxe sure
su» you wont be lackTo
' the particular*, the
ia December 14, the
timo 8:S0 p. m,
m.

ASSEMILY NEWS
Walking and Comportment was
the topic of Miaa Eltxaheth Clair*
of the John Robert Powers School
of New York when riw addreased
the girls of Bryant at the Novamber IS assembly.
-^Misa Claire emphasised both the
correct and inCorr»«t manner of
standing, sitting, and walking up
and down stairs.
At the oonclttsion of her lecture,
Miss aaire wHh the assistance of
Lorraine Weimann and Rose Mc
Donald presented a akit showing
how a wH>uld-be secretary should
and should not conduct herself dur
ing an interview.
^is lecture was the second of a
seriea of tan to be givan at Bryant
during tha yaar.

PRCTTY GOOD TEACHER
It is totd of a sacred studies
teacher at Southeastern Louisiana
College, Hammond, La., who was
trying to instill into the head of a
rather slow wpil the meaning of a
certain parable, and the teacher
finally said, "What is the matter
with your brains, anyhow? Tha
simple peasants of C^lilee nadarutood." And the boy floored
the
professor by answering, "Yes, air,
but they had a pretty good
teacher."
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On the 100th anniversary of its end, we remember the
people of WWi, and the deeper lessons it can teach us

Much of the fighting in Worid War I occurred in trenches separated by "No Man's Land";open fields filled with mines,barbed wire, and mortar fire (History Key)

Lorenzo Ricci
Contributing Writer
The other day, when I was talking to my friend over
dinner about what I would be writing for my archway
article,Iexplained thatIwanted to write about the 100th
anniversary of the end of World War I, which is this year.
Her reply? "I hate guys that talk about war." Of course I,
a guy talking about war, was taken aback. She went on
to say, "Like one person Iknow, they just talk about the
battles and the strategies they used, and I hate it." As a
history lover,I have definitely talked about WWI battles,
as well as how the war started and how it was fought.
However, when I thought about these comments more, I
realized she was right. What really got me thinking was
her comment about how she likes talking history as well,
just not the wars. When people talk about wars, they talk
about the battles, the bloodshed, the politics, the weapons,
etc. However, they hardly ever seem to talk about what
really drives a war; the people.
After what my friend said, I realized a newspaper
history lesson was not the way to spark interest in WWI,
nor would it be relatable to anyone. Instead,I got the idea
that WWI, and any war in general, needs to be about
more than just the tactical talk. It needs to be looked at
as a learning experience. So, for the people who hate to
talk about war like my friend, you make a great point. It's
not about the tactical talk.It should be about what we can
learn and apply. History should teach us lessons, not just
be a talking point and the source for epic historical movies.
Who were the people of World War I? They were young
men who wanted to live. They were kids pulled from
all over the world and forced to go to places that some
probably could not even point out on a globe. While this
was a war waged by powerful, angry men, and the little
guys were forced into the game. The war was a display of
humanity getting in its own way. However, it is also a very

real story of how humanity can come together, despite the
greatest of odds. It is a story that shows that hate willbreed
hate, and that empathy is incredibly important to the way
humans should deal with each other when conflict arises.
Saying humanity came together duringa war may seem
like an oxymoron, but it is a very real thing that happened.
In December of 1914, the Pope called for a ceasefire to
celebrate the holiday of Christmas. The leaders of both
sides rejected this idea. However, the men in the trenches
had other plans. On the morning of December 25th,
Christmas day, the German soldiers climbed out of their
trenches and advanced across the deadly no-man's-land.
They walked toward Alliedlines, unarmed and calling out
"Merry Christmas" in English. The Allies thought it was
a trick, but they saw the unarmed soldiers and decided
to join them. They shook hands with their enemy and
suddenly, the war was gone. The hate was gone. There was
an understanding, and the two sides exchanged cigarettes
and food. Instead of gunfire, the sound of Christmas
carols filled the air. They even played a friendly game of
soccer. The war hadleft the Western Front, and in its place
was a bond of humanity, as well as the spirit of peace and
goodwill. They were fighting a war, but not each other.
Sadly, the Christmas truce was never repeated. After
that Christmas day, any attempts at a truce like the on
Christmas day would have ended with yelling from
military leaders. After 1914, the war went on for about
4 more long years. More men died, more politics were
discussed, and nothing was truly won. Eventually, on the
eleventh hour, of the eleventh day, of the eleventh month,
the Treaty of Versailles was signed and the Great War was
over. There seemed to be a clear way to deal with Germany.
President Wilson caught on and tried to prevent it with his
14 points, but was dismissed. The Treaty of Versailles was a
treaty of pure hate. It was a retaliation by the Allies against
their enemy, namely the Germans. They demanded too
much, later sending Germany spiraling into ruin, which
of course led to WorldWar II. The problem here wasn't just
the politics but also the people. An idea has no real power

unless there are people to back it. The treaty to end WWI
was built on hate and revenge. The Allies had no empathy
towards their enemy and no thoughts about the future,
focusing on just then and there.
Some people hate talking about war, but there is more
to it than the tactical talk. Look at our country now
and how divided we are. Look at the hate being spewed
around and the terrible actions that follow them. We are a
united country, but we have people of all races, religions,
genders, sexualities, and ways of thinking. If the armies of
the Allies and the Germans, who were at war, can come
together to celebrate with their fellow man, why can't we?
We are a nation of differences, and of course there are
going to be disagreements. They are inevitable, a part of
natural communication and progress. However, that does
not mean we can act in hate. One side should not just lash
out in the moment and think nothing about the future.
The Treaty of Versailles solved nothing. It fixed nothing.
It was one of the reasons the horrors of the 30s and 40s
were able ta come to fruition. Hate breeds hate. Lack of
empathy leads to hateful and one-sided arguments. So
this Thanksgiving, be thankful you are not forced into
conflict, but rather we can choose what we stand for. Also,
do not just look at terrible events for what they are, like
war. War is not just a terrible thing that happens, but it
is something to learn from so that we can avoid future
horrors. When something horrible happens, we need to
look at it closer, we need to understand why it happened
but most importantly, and we need to make sure it can
never happen again. Lack of empathy leads to hate and
aggression, with this hate breeding more hate. However,
the most important take away is that humanity can come
together despite the greatest odds, even a war of worldly
proportions. Humans are just as capable of constructive
love, as they are of incredibly destructive hate.
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Dining at Bryant: too repetitive?
Arash Boostani
Contributing Writer

more people would go to them if they were a bit cheaper and had a bit more options.
Bryant also has the Scoop on campus but for an on campus convenience store it's very
expensive and doesn't have a lot of choices in terms of meals. All they really have is ice
cream, drinks, snacks, sushi, cereal and a couple of other items that some people would
Since coming to Bryant University I've noticed a couple of things that the food need. Nicks is the alternate option for an actual meal other than Subway but neither
department could possibly improve on. One of the main aspects to the dining that I've Subway or Dunkin Donuts take dining dollars, so your only option therefore if you want
come to realize is that a lot of the dining options are really repetitive and it's really easy to spend your dining dollars is to go to Nicks. Nicks has a good menu and their chicken
tenders are great if you're really hungry. Then a great thing that they do is that between
to get sick of the food after eating the same thing almost every week.
Every Tuesday its chicken patty Tuesday and every Thursday it's taco Thursday . the hours of seven and ten you can use a meal swipe at Nicks, but the catch is that you
Personally for me having the exact same food every week just gets repetitive and makes have to select your meal from a special menu. Another nice thing about that is that when
me not want to eat as much. Another thing that I've also noticed about Salmo is that for you choose your main meal it then comes with your choice of a side and a drink. The
almost every dinner there's always either chicken, pork or turkey unless it's a special special menu only has a few options for a meal then you choose your side so its somewhat
occasion.. There's also always cheeseburgers, hamburgers, grilled cheese, hot dogs, and limited to what you can get. Once you go there a lot it gets repetitive because you usually
french fries. In addition to that they also always have pizza and pasta. The sandwich end up getting the same thing every night just because you enjoy it a lot.
Bryant should consider having more food options at reasonable pricing that can
station is also a great option but there's always a line, and the same goes for the food
station next to the "make your own" food bar. That station is a good and heaUhy option be used with dining dollars and change up their menu for Salmo more often. Giving
but the only problem is that it takes too long for your food to get ready and often timesI students more dining options would increase the overall satisfaction at Bryant and not
make people spend their own out of pocket money. My suggestion to make the dining
don't have a long time to eat.
The little coffee shops inside the rotunda, the library, and AIC are great food options at Bryant better is to two different dining halls that provide different meal options. This
but the issue thatIhave with them is that it's quite expensive for what you're getting and will make there be a variety of food instead of having the same thing almost every week.
they only sell snacks and sandwiches, and light meals. They're a good idea andI think

Amazon May IHave Outsmarted
Itself With HQ2 Tactics
Shira Ovide
MCT Campus

sewage systems. In Amazon's hometown of Seattle, the company — fairly or unfairly
— has been blamed for contributing to rising home costs, road gridlock and a growing
homeless population.
Spreadirig Amazon's potential future 50,000 workers between two fairly large
population centers may mitigate some of those strains Amazon deals with in Seattle,
where it is the city's largest private employer. On the other hand, there are more eyes and
media attention on Amazon in New York and Washington than there wouldhave been if
it had expanded to Nashville or Calgary.
Amazon's stock market value has nearly doubled just in the 14
It didn't have to be this way. Yes, plenty of companies openly play cities and states
months since the company announced its search for a second
against one another when they're deciding where to open new offices, factories or other
headquarters
facilities that bring jobs — despite evidence that the government incentives aren't
necessarily worth the money. But few play it quite as aggressively as Amazon did.
/ Amazon's stock market capitaUzatk>n
Apple Inc. engages in hyperbole about its contribution to the U.S. economy and
employment, but early this year it said it would hunt for a new home for a customerservice center, and it isn't engaging in a public competition for its office expansion.
Google's parent company is expanding its considerable presence in New York, and it told
the Wall Street Journal that the company hasn't applied for subsidies or tax incentives for
its properties in the city.
Iwill grant that Amazon's municipal beauty pageant may have been wise a year ago,
when there was a bit less skepticism about Amazon and rich tech companies in general.
Since then, Amazon has grown from huge to gargantuan, with a stock market value that
briefly hit $1 trillion. Bezos became firmly entrenched as the world's richest person,
according to Bloomberg data.\
People still trust andlike Amazon, but the company and the tech industry has grown
a little harder to love. President Donald Trump and other prominent politicians have
attacked Amazon for a range of perceived sins. It's hard to imagine Amazon would have
raised its minimum wage for employees under pressure from Senator Bernie Sanders had
2017
2018
the company been less attuned to its public image. Amazon is now among America's top
spenders on federal lobbying, according to data compiled by the Center for Responsive
This season of "The Bachelor: Amazon" has ended. Next up may be the season of Politics.
recriminations.
Amazon doesn't have to look far to find a worst-case scenario for backlash to a publicly
It has been more than a year since Amazon.com Inc. trumpeted its hunt for "HQ2," funded corporate expansion. In Wisconsin,' opponents of Governor Scott Walker made
which was billed as a co-equal company headquarters on which Amazon pledged to an issue of billions of dollars in tax breaks and other incentives for a factory built by
spend more than $5 billion on construction and eventually hire as many as 50,000 people. Foxconn, the Taiwanese electronics manufacturer. Foxconn has changed the project,
More than 200 places in North America asked Amazon to pick them, some employing which may require far fewer workers than initially envisioned. Citizens upset about
gimmicks like trying to send a giant cactus to Jeff Bezos and offering to name part of a Foxconn mostly blamed their elected officials rather than a company far away. (Walker
town after the company.
lost his re-election bid.) If perception sours on Amazon in Washington and New York,
Amazon's search for an HQ2 — which it turned out will be a couple of expanded however, there will be enough blame for local officials and Amazon.
branch offices in New York City and the Washington area, according to multiple reports
— was tacky but successful, at least in the short term. Holding a public municipal
competition for Amazon's affection was a master stroke that generated maximum
In the last few years, Amazon has become a major lobbying force
exposure for the company, delivered it valuable information about cities and states and
in Washington. Reported federal lobbying expenditures by year:
pitted local governments against one another to extract gains for Amazon.
• Amazon / Alph^>etA30ogle X AT&T / Boeing
But Amazon may regret that it turned a site-selection process into a reality television
show. The year of hoopla during a period of deepening anxiety about powerful technology
$30M
companies means there will be more attention on whether Amazon is a good corporate
citizen.
Amazon's expansion would have been closely watched no matter what. The highly
public location hunt does ratchet up the intensity of interest on what tax breaks or other
government-provided goodies Amazon will get for branching out inNew York City and
Washington. So far, many of the local government negotiations with Amazon have been
kept secret, sometimes to a ludicrous point, as they often are when companies negotiate
with state and local governments to open factories, corporate offices and other facilities.
Amazon's high-profile office hunt combined with potentially large government handouts
to a rich company are a recipe for public anger.
Add to that the possibility of local residents and officials growing unhappy about the
stress the new Amazon workers will put on roads and trains, schools, housing prices and
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Jame's Barrat's Al speech—analysis of
what was said and what was not said
Thomas Maranian
Variety Editor

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
AND THE END
OF THE HUMAN ERA

OUR FINAL
INVENTION
JAMES BARRAT

James Barrat, author, filmaker, and speaker. Is a
great thinker and philosopher of the human race.
(Amazon)

On Wednesday, November 7, author filmmaker,
and speaker, James Barrat, presented to Bryant
University students and faculty the probable likelihood
of the ramifications of the future creations of artificial
intelligence (AI). His ideas and knowledge on this debate
were extraordinary and thought-provoking in more ways
than one. The future has long been of concern to Barrat,
as it should for all of us. Barrat's main concern is that once
these AI units are fully operational and develop a mind
of their own, there is a great chance that humans will
cease to exist. It's all about the long run, and in the long
run, we humans are naught but chips on a platter for AI.
We are our own downfall. The AI may very well destroy
the human race, but we must realize that it is human
beings who created them in the first place. It's human
nature in its original form to hate and blame others for
our problems. That is exactly we are doing today; we are
building these extremely intellectual beings that we know
will have the worst possible effects in the world, and yet
we do it anyways! The fault lies with humans before it
lies with AI. The fault has always been with humanity
since the beginning of all time. All that is good, bad, and
somewhere in between that we experience, interact with,
and learn will turn to nothingness in the not-so-distant
future. We are, undoubtedly, our own downfall.
Imagine a continuum, and that continuum represents
time itself We, naturally, have strayed from a straight
line when we went to the war of the worlds, not once, but
twice. Imagine this continuum falters once more, in either
2030 or 2040—the hypothesized years of which we will
meet our match. The line goes from the stasis, straight line
that represents our current age, to a downward sloping
line that will forever lead to our unarguable extinction.
For a time, that line will go back to a stasis, or a period of
intermediary, where we will transition to the next age—
the age of machine. But once that line strays once more,
and it absolutely will, we are fish in a sea of sharks; nails
on the wall for hammers to put in their place; humans in
a battlefield between company and company. For that is
what will come to pass. Whoever controls these AI units,
controls the world.
Where we think we will be in 10 years' time is in no
possible way, the truth of things. The world is constantly

changing. Even now, things are moving at super-fast
speeds even though we are unaware of them.
Barrat made mention that there will be a church
built, not by man or woman or child, but by artificial,
intelligence and for an artificially intelligent being or
beings (artificialmonotheism and polytheism). Something
Barrat did not mention, is the idea that one day, there
will be an artificial intelligent Bible written for the false
being or beings worshipped in this false church. Imagine
us humans bowing down to false gods, on our hands and
knees, and worshipping a machine-like being that is all
powerful. Anyone who opposed the AI would be killed.
Just look at science fiction. Look at The Terminator series.
Skynet controlled the world. The only way to survive mass
extinction was to destroy Skynet itself. When humans get
in the way of machines, it can get extremelybloody, violent,
and malicious. Machines will not care that humans are in
their way. They have a mindset of their own, as well as an
agenda. They will plow through us like a shredder shreds
paper.
Science fiction is, without any doubt, our future. If we
deny that, we accept our fate.If we deny that, we are blind
to the way of things. If w;e choose to suppress the truth,
the truth will one day laugh in our faces and expunge our
existence.
Furthermore, if AI is to be made, it will live,
indefinitely, unless destroyed. However, eventually, AI
will self-evolve andmay be able to self-repair. If they are to
become immortal beings, they will, undoubtedly, outlive
humanity. As far as we are concerned, humans live only
about 80-90 years. AI could live until the sun dies out,
and even then, they would have figured out how to survive
such a happening.
It is simple homeostasis for humans to sleep. It is in
our nature. Without it, our bodies will shut down and
die. AI are not likely to be programmed to require sleep.
Their productivity will skyrocket while ours will continue
to plummet. We, as humans, are only so limited to how
much we can accomplish in a lifetime. Barrat made known
that AI will have intelligence levels that are billions of
times higher than that of humans. They will accomplish
more in 24 hours than we can in a lifetime. What is to say
that willnot be for our ownbetterment? The answer is that
AI will be able to evolve on their own, assuming they are
"cognitivized," as Barrat puts it, and they willno longer be
controlled by humans. The AI will control us. Just as how
the South and various parts of the world enslaved people,
and in some cases still do today, we, too, will be enslaved.
We may not be in chains and shackles, but we will know
it when it comes. We will be forced to worship false gods
unless we choose to martyr ourselves in the name of either
the God above or our own free will. On that note, free will
be nothing more than a remnant of the past—a wishful
and lustful idea, instead of a birth-given right.
In the period of stasis between when humans go
extinct and when AI first begins to evolve, jobs willbe lost
on exponential levels. Those who work as accountants,
paralegals, cashiers, bus drivers and pilots, cooks, and
even hospital nurses are likely to face job loss in the future.
For now, these people can enjoy it while they have the
chance. It will not last forever. One day, the boss will say
"Sorry, but you are fired." Imagine such a thing—to one
day wake up and be out of a job because companies no
longer needyou. What does that tell you about businesses?
What does that tell you about how valued you are to your
company? With the snap of the finger, you can face job
termination. We won't need to do our taxes one day,
because AI is the tax! We won't need to uphold the law one
day, because AI is the law! We won't be allowed to cook
food, because AI does not need to eat, and therefore, AI
will already have wiped out the plants and animals needed
to maintain energy levels. We won't need to drive buses
and fly planes because we are going nowhere but our own
prison cells! AI will control us just as much as we control
what we currently choose to do with our own time.
While on the subject of time, which is our one freedom
that we currently have absolute control over, it will no
longer be ours to control. Time will fade to nothingness
and we will know it when we see it.
As Barrat went on to say, the jobs that require human
empathy, interaction, and creativity like psychologists and
therapists, writers and artists, filmmakers and journalists,
economists and communicators, will most definitely
take over the world. Start writing! Start drawing! Start
producing film! Start studying why people do the things
they do! Creativity has forever been suppressed by the
education system in America. It is time to make a change

to that. It is long past time we make a change to that.
College students must think very carefully whether their
degree choice is the right way to go.
Compared to a creation that has intellectual levels
billions of times greater than our own, what use will
humans have to them? What is to say they will simply
eradicate our kind and make do with this world as they
would see fit. And yes, it is simply that they will do such a
thing because it would be so easy for them to either take
control of us or kill us off.
Supposedly, NASA is to colonize Mars in 2032. If, let us
say, we are to mass exodus from Earth to the redplanet in
between the time machines evolve and reach astounding
levels of power, what is to say they will not take control of
Earth, transport themselves to Mars in one day rather than
4.5 billion years (the time it took for humans to reach the
moon), and conquer us once more. We cannot run from
these machines. We cannot hide from these machines.
Even if the theory of the multiverse proves to be true, and
we transport ourselves to another dimension with a new
universe, AI will find us there. AI would find us if we were
invisible. AI would destroy us evenif the fountainof youth
existed. AIwill end us if we allow them to exist. We cannot
exist alongside anyone other than ourselves. The evidence
for that is animals. We kill and eat them to survive. We use
them for experimenting purposes. We kill them and then
wear their skins for warmth. Humans surely will have
something AI will seek to take. We may not give it to them
lightly, but it will be taken nonetheless. Gone are the days
when we think we are the all-powerful and mighty race on
Earth. Out with the old, in with the new. In the long run,
we are the same as deer are to wolves.
Even the races that exist in other galaxies will be found
by AI (and they most certainly do exist). Whether their
races know how to combat and end AI is unknown. What is
known is that thereis a solution to this extreme problem—
put an end to their creation before they are made. Barrat
stated that big companies like Google, Apple, and Amazon
are constantlyin a race for human-like machines that have
a brain of their own. 'Cognitivizing" AI is our downfall. If
we choose to let them do as they please, we are finished.
Regulation is the only way out. However, we cannot
guarantee other countries around the world are going to
be cooperative. A world war will result once more, once
people finally start to wake up! And if it is to happen, it
will either be to stop the creation of "cognitivized" AI or
with AI for yet another takeover of the world.
Society is so focused on petty politics and putting
ourselves out there online for the world to either shame
or praise. The future is the only thing that matters! Death
itself is hovering over our shoulder day by day. If we
continue to focus on trivial matters in life, the long run
will become the short run, and we will wonder why we are
in such a predicament. The time of humans will one day
be over. The time of machine will have come, and we will
not be ready.Ng^ is the time to focus our attention on the
looming threat of "cognitivized" AI and start a movement
to prevent its happening. With enough voices, change
is possible. With enough intelligence, we can prevent a
greater intelligence from outdoing our own minds. We
must prevent the bane of our existence from stabbing us
in the back. We must be weary of the future, or we will
absolutely meet our match. And we will lose.
This is the truth of things. The truth maybe dark,brutal,
and spiteful, but it is the truth. We must not be blind to the
truth. We must open our eyes, now and forever, and to the
ages of ages yet to come. This is the world we are living in.
This is the fate that awaits each and every one of us if we
allow it to happen.
James Barrat gave one of the most eye-opening
speeches for us all. He was excellent at saying a lot without
saying too much. This allowed for some of us to go
beyond what was heard and really ponder the future of
life, the world, and the way of things in the past, present,
and future. Barrat sold a select few copies of his book.
Our Final Invention: Artificial Intelligence and the End
of the Human Era and signed them as well. Those who
made it appoint to talk with him aflier the presentation
heightened their understanding of what he had to say. The
presentation was phenomenal and truly gave those who
listened, with intent, a glimpse at the dark side of the true
things yet to come.
We can all learn from the highly probabe future to
make today better than yesterday and correct the errors of
tomorrow, ahead of time. If not, we are doomed.
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Bryant Fashion Forum bridges the gap
between fashion and business at Bryant
Kaitlyn DiNapoli
Contributing Writer
One of the biggest missions of Bryant University is mixing a student's individual
passions with a career and that's exactly what the Bryant Fashion Forum does for
students with a passion for fashion. The club's mission states: "The Bryant Fashion Forum
encourages students to focus on career paths that pique their interest in the fashion
industry through site visits, educational workshops and speakers from the fashion
community while studying their desired business focus." The club has been working to
establish its name on campus and have been fully committed on executing their mission
to benefit students at Bryant.
One of the biggest events the Bryant Fashion Forum held this year was the production
of Fashion Week Rhode Island. Thursday, March 8th through Sunday, March 11th, the
Organization Lights | Fashion | Philanthropy took two new venues by storm and broke
out the runway for the next Season of Fashion Week Rhode Island. Fashion Week Rhode
Island is a four-day event that features a wide variety of not only fashion designers, but
also artists, dancers, and musicians, and is synchronized with Fashion Weeks around
the world. All of the seasons of Fashion Week Rhode Island have the same end goal of
spot-lighting local businesses as well as gaining potentially new clientele for the featured
designers and exhibitors featured in each runway show.
As part of the production, these themed events takeplace in different towns across the
state of Rhode Island in unconventional settings such as the Mercedes Benz of Warwick
and even in the Rotunda at none other than here on campus at Bryant University. The
Bryant Fashion Forum was presented the opportunity during the Fall of last year to host
Fashion Week Rhode Island by the Creative Director, Yemi Sekoni. The Fashion Forum
jumped on the opportunity and was eager to start planning the execution of the event.
Current President Kayla Knox and Vice President Kaitlyn DiNapoli were two of the
students heavily involved with the planning and production. During the planning of the
show the Fashion Forum made it a priority to involve the Bryant Community. Each show
includes pop-up boutiques to provide guests the exclusive opportunity to shop for the
looks and accessories seen moments before, on the runway. The Bryant Fashion Forum
took the initiative to add additional vendors of Bryant's student entrepreneurs. They
showcased and sold products from their accessory companies and clothing lines. Bryant
Grad and designer Connor Donahue even had his line walk the runway.
Vice President Kaitlyn DiNapoli says, "The experience our members got from
being involved with the production of Fashion Week Rhode Island is something we are
immensely grateful for. It was a great way to get educated on yet another aspect of the
fashion industry as well as offering leadership opportunities and learning about what
the business side of the industry is all about. With this club, we have tried to get as many
opportunities and experiences as we can with people in the industry and it has varied
from the construction of a design all the way to touring distribution centers. It's about
getting your foot in the door. We feel we set a solid foundation and are eager to see the

growth with more events like Fashion Week Rhode Island." DiNapoli also says "Being
around other students who have the same passion and hearing personal accounts from
people in the industry who have succeeded is motivating."
The Fashion Forum is always welcoming new members so be sure to check out @
bryantfashion on Instagram for information about meetings and events!

B R Y A .\ T

Fashion
Forum
Check out @bryantfashion on Instagram to join in on the fun and excitement
offered by the Fashion Forum. (Facebook)

It's never too early for Christmas season
Danielle Cad
Business and Marketing Director

as the day after Halloween. Christmas is over December
26th and 25 days is just not enough to celebrate all the
wonderful thing this holiday has to offer. It's never
too early for Christmas festivities and there are many
platforms that seem to agree.
Beginning with the Hallmark Channel's famous
countdown
to Christmas where they release new Holiday
t .
^
movies every week. Their countdown began on October
26th and the public has been going crazy for them ever
since. The romantic comedies are notorious for their
cheesy and predictable plotlines, but they always leave the
viewer with a heartwarming feeling, putting them right
into the holiday spirit. The channel is set to release 22 new
movies this season with some of their most popular and
recognized actors being Candace Cameron-Bure, Danica
McKellar, and Lacey Chabert.
Netflix has taken its own list of holiday movies that has
grown with new additions this year. They have classics like
"How the Grinch Stole Christmas," "The Nutcracker," and
a series of Mickey Mouse Christmas movies for those who
*' • •
• 1 i" (1 like to re-watch beloved originals. They have also created
their own movies such as "Christmas Inheritance" and
"A Christmas Prince" which mimic the feel-good theme
of the Hallmark movies. Netflix is stocked with over 40
holiday movies ready for you to watch at your convenience
with a cup of hot chocolate and some Christmas cookies,
even in November.
If you're interested in some of the original Christmas
stories and enjoy seeing them come alive through theatre,
There are only 39 days until Christmas! (WeHeartit)
the Trinity Repertory in Providence is already selling
Ahhough a significant amount of people refuses to tickets to "A Christmas Carol." The production opened
even think about Christmas until December 1st, stores, on November 8th and is runninguntil December 30th, so
TV channels, social media, and activities start up as early you still have plenty of time to catch Ebenezer Scrooge live
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and in action.
Not all Christmas activities have to be held off until
December. Strolling down the street you can already
see lights hanging on homes and bushes, as well as
some wreaths. Luckily, baking cookies and building
gingerbread houses do not require any special ingredients
that are exclusively sold in December; you can head to the
grocery store right now and find all the fixings for the best
Christmas desserts.
Light shows are soon to be under the works as well,
as the 2018 Festival of Lights at La Salette in Attleboro,
Massachusetts opens on November 22nd and can be
enjoyed until January 6th. The Providence Tree Lighting
and ice-skating show is on December 1st this year at
the Alex and Ani City Center and features Olympic
Bronze Medalist Mirai Nagasu and World Champion
Kimmie Mefssner in addition to other admirable skaters.
Recreational skating is also open to the public and they
even offer ice bumper cars, a winter twist on a favorite
amusement park game.
The only activity you might have to wait until December
to participate in is sledding and snowman making,
depending on when mother nature decides tobless us with
snow. Ski and snowboarding resorts also tend to open in
late November, so you might not even have to wait on
seeing snow to hit the mountains. Although Christmas
is still 39 days away, there is nothing wrong with getting
a jump start on the holiday spirit in preparation for the
"most wonderful time of the year."
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OUR BUS IS
YOUR BEST BET.

NOW SERVING:

Why Drive?

Mac & Cheese Pasta

For Information and
Special Offvrt Call;
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401.946.67015 or
1.600.672.6705
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f t 4 »s. U f h f ,

401-531-6620

Why not »*i#nd your sioy t
Vltif mym0H«g«nfUttEem
to vl«w your hotti rsfii.

T H E C R E A T I V E W R I T I N G
C L U B PRESENTS

CPEN MIG
NICHT

IfeSf
COME PRESENT A PIECE

OF YOUR CHOOSING OR
J U S T r I S T E N r O O r H E* R
SPEAKERS

Rongia
PIZZA & SUBS

Plan your next group
outing to Mohegan Sun
on Flagship Trailwaysi

atrntnij*
tibte tu si^n i f f t Kif a

November 16th. 2018
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If you hjve any questions p(cjsc email
Cf'>ativewriting(a'bryai>t.edu

